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Harmonic Spinors 
NIGEL HITCI~IN 
With the introduction of general relativity, it became necessary to 
express the differential operators of mathematical physics in a coordinate- 
free form. This made it possible to define those operators on an arbitrary 
Riemannian manifold-the grads, divs, and curls got translated into the 
d + d* operator on the bundle of exterior forms. This particular 
operator found fruit.ful application in the theorem of IIodge which 
expressed the dimension of the null space {the space of harmonic forms) 
on a compact manifold in terms of topological invariants--the Betti 
numbers. 
Another operator---the Dirac operator-made a later appearance in 
Ricmannian geometry. It was used by Atiyah and Singer to explain the 
integrality of the *J-genus of a spin manifold, and then Lichnerowicz 
proved a strong vanishing theorem ..- if a spin manifold has positive 
scalar curvature, the null space of the Dirac operator (the space of 
harmonic spinors) is zero. Rearing in mind the formal similarity between 
the Dirac operator and the d + d* operator, one may ask if there is an 
analogue of Hodge’s theorem-can we express the dimension of the 
null space in terms of topological invariants of the manifold ? The main 
purpose of this paper is to show that this is impossible and in general the 
dimension of the space of harmonic spinors depends on the metric used 
to define the Dirac operator. 
Sections 1.1-J -4, deal with what can be said in general differential 
geometric terms about harmonic spinors-which is very little. We show 
that the Dirac operator is conformally invariant in a certain sense (a fact 
known to physicists) and thus the dimension h of the space of harmonic 
spinors is invariant under a conformal change of metric. We also consider 
what happens to harmonic spinors if the scalar curvature is identically 
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zero. However, to get more information, we need to cbnsider specific 
exampIes of harmonic spinors. The first examples of naturally occurring 
Riemannian manifolds which spring to mind are homogeneous spaces, 
but a little thought shows that (except for the torus) with their natural 
metric they have positive scalar curvature and by Lichnerowicz, no 
harmonic spinors. In Sections 2-l-2.4 we look at another source of 
manifoIds-aIgebraic geometry. 
On a compIex manifold, the spin structures are in one-to-one cor- 
respondence with holomorphic square roots of the canonica1 bundle K, 
that is, holomorphic line bundles L such that L @L E K. For a Ghler 
manifold we can then identify the space of harmonic spinors with the 
holomorphic cohomology I-I*(X, B(L)). We now start looking for 
examples among algebraic curves and it turns out that for genus > 3, 
the dimension of the space of harmonic spinors varies with the conformal 
structure. Hyperelliptic curves are distinguished by special properties 
of their harmonic spinors. We also consider simply connected algebraic 
surfaces and compute several examples, but unfortunately find no 
examples of variation of h. The case of algebraic curves is unsatisfactory 
since, apart from the complication of having several spin structures, 
we have the additional property that h is bounded by the topological 
invariant (g + I). For algebraic surfaces, we also have an upper bound 
b, + (57 + 4x)/& and, in general, we should expect boundedness for an 
algebraic family of complex structures, In Sections 3.1-3.3 we have an 
example of a family of Riemannian structures where boundedness no 
longer holds. 
We consider the three-dimensional sphere S3. Relative to the S3 x S3- 
invariant metric, this of course has positive scaIar curvature and no 
harmonic spinors. The Sa x P-invariant metrics are parametrized up 
to a constant multiple by a positive real number A. For a generic X, 
there are still no harmonic spinors but for certain values they do exist. 
To find the precise dimension is a number theoretical problem, but we 
can find enough to show that as h varies the dimension is unbounded. 
In Sections 4.1-4.5 we consider higher dimensions. The strongest 
result we have is the following: we can change the dimension of the space 
of harmonic spinors (for some spin structure) on any 8k - 1 dimensional 
spin manifold by altering the metric in a neighborhood of a point. Despite 
the deceptive local content of this statement, we prove it by using global 
differential topology. We use the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for 
families of operators. Let X m 4 Z -+ I’ be a differentiable fibre bundle 
of spin manifolds. We introduce a family of metrics in the iibres and then 
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the Dirac operator in the fibres has an index in W?-l’i( Y). If m : Xk - I, 
we can regard the Dirac operator as a real self-adjoint operator and then 
if the family of null spaces has constant rank, this index is zero, which 
implies the vanishing of a certain KR-characteristic number of 2. Now 
by using an exotic sphere which is not a spin boundary and the result of 
Cerf on pseudo-isotopy, we construct examples X + Z + S2 for which 
this number is nonzsro and deduct the above result. The exotic spheres 
used are of interest to differential geometers as they do not admit metrics 
of positive scalar curvature. However, we also use them to give informa- 
tion on the nontriviality of the topology of the space 9’+(X) of metrics of 
positive scalar curvature on X. In particular, WC show that if X is a spin 
manifold of dimension Sk and .9 1 (,I-) -f 0, then n,(W) f 0 for i = 0 
and I. Using this setup in the reverse direction, WC conclude with an 
index-theory proof of the invariance of the Todd genus under blowing-up. 
This paper is based upon the author’s doctoral thesis, supported by 
a United Kingdom SHC Research Studentship. Thanks are due especially 
to Professor Atiyah for his continuing help and encouragement. 
1.1, PRELIMINARY Lhmmxms 
For details on Clifford algebras and the spin representation, we refer 
to Atiyah, Bott, and Shapiro [lo] and Jacobson [22]. 
Let CT bc a finite dimensional vector space over aB and (x, y) a positive 
definite quadratic form on II’. Then factoring out the ideal generated by 
elements of the form x’ @ .1: A- (x, x)1 in the tensor algebra @I U, we get 
a finite dimensional algebra C(U), the CEiffoold algebra of IT. IV’e have 
ii C C( /I) such that 9 = -(x, x)1. Supposc dim ii = Zm, then the 
complexification C(U) <Bw: @ is a matrix algebra, i.e., End S, where S is 
a 2’“-dimensional complex vector space. 
The special orthogonal group S(I(GT) acts on I,: preserving the 
quadratic form and so induces an automorphism of C(U) 6& C, which 
being a matrix algebra is an inner automorphism. We thus have 
s . O1 z Pk) 4cd-’ (g c SO(U); 01, &) t End S), 
and g i-+ p(g) defines a two-valued representation of SO(U) which 
lifts to a single-valued representation of the double covering Spin (U). 
‘I’hc representation is not irreducible: if {Pi ,,,., e,,,,) is an orthonormal 
basis for U, then w = e, ms* e2,,# e C(U) satisfies W? = (- t)“’ and 
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commutes with the action of Spin(U). The eigenspaces S, S- of w are 
irreducible representation spaces and since xw = --wx (x t U), mul- 
tiplication by x gives an isomorphism 3 : S+ -+ S- as vector spaces. 
Spin(2m - 1) (= Spin(IP+l)) is a subgroup of Spin(2m) and acting 
on S commutes with multiplication by eZwa . Hence, Q),~ : S+ + S- 
defines an isomorphism of representation spaces of Spin(2m - I). 
S+ is then an irreducibk representation space of Spin(2m - 1). 
Let x1 ,..., xP E U. Then define [sl ,..., x,] E C(U) inductively by the 
following formulas: 
[%I = Xl I 
where[ab] =ab-kanda.b = i(ab+ba). 
Then for any permutation u of (1, 2 ,..., p) [xD(r) ,..., xOcP)] = 
sgn o[zcr ,..., xP], and so if U, denotes the subspace of C(U) spanned 
by all the elements [x1 ,..., x,], we have a natural isomorphism of vector 
spaces UP z MU, the pth exterior product. 
We have [y[xx]] = 4((x, y)z - (y, x)x), and so the restriction of the 
adjoint representation of C(U) ( as a Lie algebra) to U, leaves U,(= U) 
stable and acts as an element of the orthogomd Lie algebra L(SO( U)). 
Hence on the Lie algebra level, the spin representation is given by: 
L(SO( U)) 3 z @ x - x @I z M a[~, z] E C(U) CL(GL(S)). 
Let X be a compact, oriented rienaanniun manifold, i.e., we have a 
positive definite quadratic form on the tangent bundle T. The bundle of 
orthonormal frames E is a principa1 SO-bundle. Suppose E Iifts to give 
a prmcipal Spin-bundIe E’; then X is a spin manifold and we can define 
via the spin representation a vector bundle Y = ,!? Xspin S, the bundle 
of spinors. 
E lifts to 8 iff r+(X) = 0 and any two liftings differ by a Z, 1-cocycle, 
so the number of inequivalent liftings (the number of spin stmctures) 
is # H1(X, Z,). 
The riemannian connection induces a connection on V-if the con- 
nection matrix in T is locally given by c’ltj relative to an orthonormal 
basis (e, ,..., e,), then r e a lve to the corresponding spinor basis defined I t’ 
by the lifting, the lifted connection matrix is, from the previous discus- 
sion, given by $ Ci,j wtje,ej E r(End V @ T*) locally. 
From the vector space isomorphism between the ClifFord algebra and 
the exterior algebra, we can regard (via the duality T* E T defined by 
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the metric) an exterior form on X as an cndomorphism of the spinor 
bundle V by Clifford multiplication. 
We define the Dirac operator P by the composition 
where D is the covariant derivative relative to the induced connection 
on V and m is Clifford multiplication by an element of T*. (T,ocally 
Pi -- CeiBib, h w ere Vi4 is covariant differentiation in the direction ei ,) 
The operator P2 is the spinor lap&an and since P is self-adjoint, the 
two operators have the same null space, 
P is an elliptic differential operator and ker P r= H is the finite 
dimensional space of harmonic spinors. Corresponding to the irreducible 
representation spaces S+, S--, we have a decomposition V = V+~ @ V- 
and the Dirac operator takes sections of P’i into sections of VP. We then 
get a decomposition H = H-k (3 II- where H + is the space of posi&e 
harmonic spinors and 11~ the space of negative ones. If dim X is odd, we 
usually consider the Dirac operator eJ : r(V) -f r(V+). 
Let SpiV( U) :.= Spin( I,:) N B, SI, then we have the following exact 
sequences: 
1 -+ Sl --.+ Spine -+ So ---F 1 
A manifold ,Y is a Spin” manifold if E lifts to a principal Spin” bundle 
via the first sequence. From the second sequence, a Spine structure 
defines a principal S1 bundle-equivalently a complex hermitian line 
bundle L. The spin representation extends to Spin? and we can construct 
a Dirac operator in this situation too. The main differences are 
(i) X is a Spine manifold iff W,(X) = 0 and two Spin’ structures 
differ by an element of H’(-Y, Z). 
(ii) To put a connection on the Spin” bundle, we have to choose 
a hermitian connection on the line bundle L. 
1+2, THE VANISHING THEOREM 
Let X be a Spine manifold, and let i0 be the curvature form of the 
associated line bundle L. Then 8 E r(X2T*) defines via the riemannian 
metric a skew-symmetric endomorphism of T. Suppose its eigenvalues 
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are -& iA ,..., & ih,, (where dim X = 2~32 or 2m + 1); then we have the 
following version of the vanishing theorem of Lichnerowicz [25]: 
THEOREM l-1 . Let X be a Spinr manifold with scalar curvature 
R 3 4x 1 hi 1 and strict inequality at some point. Then X admits no 
harmonic spinors. 
Proof, The Disac operator I’ is given by the composition 
r(v) +D r(v @ T*) --G r(V), where nz is Clifford multiplication. 
Now D commutes with wz and hence P2# = m2D2~, where ~9 : 
I-( V @ T* @ T”) + Z’(V) is defined by m”($ @ a @ p) = a * /3 * I/J. 
But under the identification of the Clifford algebra with the exterior 
algebra, 
C(T*) 3 a! ’ p = a: A p - (a, /I) E (A2 @ P)( T*). 
Hence, since the riemannian connection has no torsion, 
where 52 E F(End V @ h2T*) is the curvature form of the Spin” con- 
nection and acts via 
EndV@h2T*+EndV@EndV+EndV 
and tr : V @ T” @ T* + Y denotes contraction via the riemannian 
metric: 
Now since D(D#, #J) = (D%,!J, $) + (D$, D$) E r(T* @ T*), we have 
where i , , >. denotes the inner product on V @ T* and d*: r( T*) -+ F( 1) 
is the usua1 adjoint of the exterior derivative d. 
So (P/J, 4) = (Jz . z,!J, #) + {D$, D#> - d*(D#, $J), and integrating 
over X we get 
<O$, D$> > 0 so if (a * #, #) > 0 and Pz# = 0, then 04 = 0. Thus 
if a > 0 at some point, 16 = 0 at that point and since 04 = 0, 9 = 0 
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everywhere. In order to prove the theorem, it remains to determine the 
endomorphism R. 
12 E r(L(l?) @:, h2’I’*) w erc L(g) is the vector bundle associated to the h 
principal Spin<: bundle B by the adjoint representation. 
L(Spin(J s L(S0) ‘3 !4 where [w is acted on trivially by the adjoint 
representation, so B =: ii’, + Q, where !Z1 E r(L(E) @A”?“*) and 
Q2, E r(X?T*). Q, is the riemannian curvature form, 2iQ, is the curvature 
form of L. 
(i) trndcr the Spini’ representation, S1 C Spin” acts as unit 
scalars, hence 9, acts as i ;i Clitiord multiplication. Now relative to 
some local orthonormal basis (e, ,..., e,,), G, may be written as 
c h,,.e, ,.- r A e2,( . We shall show that the eigenvalucs of this considered 
as an endomorphism of 6’ are C * A,. . 
1,ct E,>. -7 eZ,(-i e2,, in the Clifford algebra. Then E,,.Z = -1, so E,: 
has eigenvalues +i. Since E,,e,,, = -e2,:-.r - -e,,s.E,: , multiplication 
by eZ1; interchanges thu eigenspaces which therefore have the same 
dimension. The Clifford algebra generated by e, ,..., Q,,, commutes with 
E, and hence acts as the endomorphisms of each eigenspace of E, . By 
induction, we SW that I7 has a local basis of 2” spinors #(K, ,..., k,,,,) 
(whcrc Bj : : + 1) such that Z?j acts as ikj on $(A, ,,,,, A,,). Then the 
cigenvalucs of Q2, = i z A,.E,; arc (-LA, * A, *a* + X,J. 
In particular, the smallest eigenvaluc is -C ) Ai 1. 
(ii) 52, E F(L(E) @ X”T*) ‘y r(A”T* @ X37’*). Relative to a local 
orthonormal basis {e, ,..., e,,], (Q,)ij = -k C iyijx.Le,~ A ec , so the action of 
~‘2~ is given by i * 1 * C K,jlcteieje,.el i.e., the Clifford muhiplication 
h”T” (3) PT* -+ (A” Gj x” 31 h”)(l’+) + End PT. 
Now from the Ijianchi identity, 
X(X, Y)Z 7 R(Z, X) Y + R( E’, .x)X : 0, 
the A” component is zero. From the symmetry (R(X, Y)Z, 7‘) = 
(H(Z, T)X, Y), the hZ component is zero. The X0 component is easily 
seen to be $R. 
Hence the cndomorphism R is positive iff +R 2 C 1 hi 1, which 
proves the theorem. 
If X is a spin manifold, we can take L = 0, and then we retrieve the 
vanishing theorem of Lichnerowicz: If the scalar curvature is 20 and 
not identically zero, there are no harmonic spinors. 
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Examples. (1) Let X = G/H, a compact homogeneous space. 
If L(G) = M @L(H) is the corresponding decomposition of the Lie 
algebra and we take the metric on X induced by the &invariant metric 
B on G, the scalar curvature is given by: 
&I = *C B([xi I xjlM I [xi P xjlM) 
i,j 
where (Xz} is an orthonormal basis for M (see Kobayashi and Nomizu 
[23, p. 2031). H ence R, > 0 unless X is a torus. Thus there are no 
harmonic spinors on a compact homogeneous space which is a spin 
manifold, relative to the &invariant metric. 
(2) x = CP”. A- . IS a Spine manifold. H2(X, Z) is generated by 
one element H, so suppose the line bundle L associated to the Spine 
structure is given by L = kH. Using the almost complex structure, the 
Ricci tensor S defines a 2-form p and iip is the curvature form which 
represents the first Chern class cl(X) = (rr + 1)H. We can therefore 
take a connection on L such that the curvature form is Kip/2(n + 1). 
X is an Einstein manifold, and the eigenvalues of p are -&A with 
multiplicity n. Furthermore, the scalar curvature R = tr S = 2nh (h > 0). 
Hence, 
R--4xlh,l =2aA-44nIKjhj2(n+l) 
= 2nqn + 1) - I k I)@ + 1). 
Thus, if 1 K 1 < n + 1, there are no harmonic spinors with respect to the 
standard metric. 
I .3. PARALLEL SrmoRs 
If X is a spin manifold and the scalar curvature R - 0, then the 
vanishing theorem says that P# = 0 implies that DI/ = 0; in other words, 
every harmonic spinor is parallel The following theorem shows that 
parallel spinors are not very common. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let X be a compact simply connected spin ?nanijFoZd 
which admits a parallel spinor. Then ;f dim X is even (resp. odd), fX 
(resp, &X x S) is a Kiihler manifold with vanishing Ricci tensor. (There 
are no known examples-see Kobayashi and Nomizu [23, pp. 15 I, 1751). 
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Proof. If X admits a parallel spinor Q!J, then the iinear holonomy 
group Cp C SO leaves fixed a vector under the spin representation d, 
i.e., we can reduce the holonomy group to the identity component of an 
isotropy subgroup G C Spin of the spin representation. Any parallel 
spinor is the sum of a positive and negative parallel spinor, so we con- 
sider the irreducible representations ad:. Also, since a change of orienta- 
tion interchanges the positive and negative spinor bundles, we need only 
consider- di-. 
J,EMMA. Let G(d+) C Spin(2m) be an isotropy subgroup of d-t. Then 
G,,(d 1) s SU(m). 
Proof. Suppose g E Spin(2m) leaves fixed a vector $, i.e., g# = #. 
Then hgh-‘h$ = 1 I/ z I, so by conjugation we can consider # as an eigen- 
vector of the standard maximal torus and the subtorus which leaves + 
fixed is given by the vanishing of a weight w. The weights of d+ are 
~(fx, 5 x2 + --+ ..I.: x,,J UL r-d I an even number of minus signs, where 
x1 ,...) x,,, are the basic characters of SO(2m). Now the Weyl group Pv of 
Spin(2m) consists of transformations of the form ys = tlrql,.) , where 
‘I: I’:: 1 I and JJ E,,. - + 1 and p is a permutation. So l7 acts transitively 
on the hveights of d+, and thus by a further conjugation, we can take 
w = +, .j. . . . + x,,,). Let Z’,, be the torus defined by w = 0, T0 C 7’. 
We claim that T,, is a maximal torus of G and the normalizer of TU 
in Spin(2m), N( T,,), is contained in N(T). ‘I’his is true since if T,, C 7; , 
then TO C T, n T, but for m > 2, w is not a multiple of a root, so T1 = T. 
Similarly, if gT,g”-’ = To, TO C g Tg-’ n T and gTg--I = T. 
Hence the Weyl group W(G) is contained in the subgroup of W Lvhich 
stabilizes T,, , i.e., transformations of the form JI,; y EX,,~~) , E = * 1 
which is isomorphic to S,,, x L, , where S,,, is the symmetric group on m 
letters. In fact, Fv(G) C S,,,, since W(G) is generated by reflections in the 
wall of a Wcyl chamber and if (x, u) E S,, x L, is of order 2, (x, v) does 
not leave fixed a hyperplane unless y = 0. 
Wc see then that the maximal torus of G is given by x1 -I.- .a* + x,,, := 0 
and the Weyl group is contained in the symmetric group on (x1 ,..., x,,,). 
Rut this is the maximal torus and Weyl group of SU(m). SU(m) is 
simply connected and therefore lifts from SO(2m) to Spin(2m) where the 
spin representation A+ restricted to SU(m) is the even part of the complex 
exterior product representation h”““” (see Atiyah, Bott, and Shapiro [IO]), 
Since AU C )LCUCll and h0 is the trivial representation of s-V(m), SU(m) C G. 
If SU(ntf f G0 , then G would have an extra root but then there would 
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be a point in the interior of a Weyl chamber of SU(m) which was left 
fixed by an element of kV(G). Since W(G) = w(sU(m)), this is 
impossible. Hence G, = sU(m) for m > 2. 
In the case m = 2, Spin(4) s SU(2) x SU(2) and A+ are given by 
projections onto the two factors. The isotropy subgroups are then clearIy 
isomorphic to SU(2). 
Since SO(2m) C SO(2m + I) have the same maximal torus, we see 
that the isotropy subgroup for Spin(2m + 1) is SU(m). 
Returning to the theorem, we see that if X is a spin manifold with a 
parallel spinor, then &X2”1 or &A?+l P. S admits a reduction of its 
linear holonomy group to SU(m). The theorem then foIIows since if 
@ C U(?l), X is Kghler and if @ C sU(n), X is KHhler with vanishing 
Ricci tensor-see Kobayashi and Nomizu [23] and Iwamoto [213. 
1.4, CONFORMAL INVARIANCE 
PROPOSITION 1.3. The dimension of the space of harmonic spinon on a 
manz$old 9 is a conformal invariant. 
Proof. We recall that two metrics g, g are conformally equivalent 
if there is a Cm function D on X such that f = e2”g. Now to compare 
the Dirac operators corresponding to different metrics, we must first 
define them on the same vector bundle, so let us fix a conformal structure 
on X, i.e., a reduction of the group of the principal bundle of T from 
GL(n, R) to SO(n) ;( Iw f. This defines an isomorphism T g U @L, 
where U is an orthogonal bundle and L is a trivial real Iine bundle. We 
take the spinor bundle F’ corresponding to U. 
Given a connection on U, we then have a Dirac operator 
P: T(Y) 4 qv @L*). 
A metric is now a trivialization of L. If we take the connection on U 
induced by the riemannian connection on T and use the trivialization 
of L, then P: I’(Y) + r(V) is the usual Dirac operator. 
If f, g are conformally equivalent metrics (1 = ezUg), then the rieman- 
nian connections on T are related by the following formula: 
V,Y = VxY + (X . u)Y + (I’. ~r)/y - g(X, Y) grad u, 
where X, Y E r(T), (X * g) = (da, X\, and g(grad 0, 2) = (da, Zj, 
where ( , > is the contraction T* @I T + R. 
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Fix a local orthonormal basis for U, and let {ei}, j,~~} be the correspon- 
ding orthonormal bases for T relative to the metricsg, 2. Then Ed = cLUei , 
Let (e,) denote the dual basis of (e,} relative to g. 
Then rewriting the above formula in terms of the covariant derivatives 
II, D, we get: 
IG, = D(PEi) 
-1 e-” 
i 
do (5) e; -1 <Ido, Pi> F Cl 6) E, - C <do, ej’j Ei &j f j ) .  
j 
The connection matrices of the two induced connections on I?; are 
then related by: 
Consider now the two Dirac operators P, P: I’( V) + r( V @I,*). &‘e 
compose with the isomorphism I’(V @L*) +JJ I’(V) defined by the 
metric g and compute the action of P, P on an element Q of the 1ocaI 
spinor basis. 
Since P, P have the same symbol and the endomorphism du is globally 
defined, then ijsl’l = P# + a(n - I) dcr a {I for any spinor 4, 
Note that e~“P(evz/~) = Pz,!I -t da a 41. Hence, 
and so if &J = 0, then P(e((n - I)u/~)$) = 0, i.e., the dimension of the 
space of harmonic spinors is a conformal invariant. 
Remarks. (1) I,et us define a spin representation for the conformal 
grow by ~(8, A) = PW ((>* ~ 1J/2), where (8, A) E Spin(n) x R+ and p is the 
usual spin representation. Let P be the associated vector bundle, then 
a metric defines an isomorphism ‘p: 17 s V. We define the Dirac 
operator I’: F(P) + r(a @L*) by q~-‘Pp. ‘I’hen the proof of Proposition 
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1.3 shows that P is independent of the choice of metric in the conformal 
class, so we have a canonical Dirac operator associated to the conformal. 
structure. 
(2) On S1, conformal invariance trivially implies that dim El is 
independent of the metric. Since H’(S, Z2) = Z, , there are two spin 
structures. The two spinor bundles have real structures and are the 
trivial line bundle and the Hopf bundle, On the trivial bundIe, dim 
H = 1; on the Hopf bundle H = 0. 
(3) Since GL( I, C) E @* g SO(2) x R+, on a two-dimensiona 
manifold, Proposition 1.3 implies that dim H depends onIy on the 
complex structure. We shall see this more generally in Sections 2.1-2.4. 
(4) We mention here the Kunneth formula for the tensor product 
of elliptic complexes (see Atiyah and Bott [9]), If X and 1’ are two spin 
manifolds and we take the product metric on X >; Y, then the dimension 
of the space of harmonic spinors on the product (h) is related to the 
dimensions of the space of harmonic spinors on the factors (h, , h,) via 
the Kiinneth formula by the following: 
even X even 
hf = h,+h2+ + h,-A,- 
even x odd 
odd x odd 
h- = h,+h,- + hi-h,+ 
h = (k, f -/- A,-) h, 
h+ -I k- = h,la, . 
In particular, for the flat torus T” = S1 x *a* x S1, of the 2” spin 
structures, only the one corresponding to the trivial lifting admits a 
harmonic spinor. 
2,1+ HARMONIC SPINORS ON A K&U.ER MANIFOLD 
Let X be a complex manifold; then the lifting 
+Spinc (Zn) 
U(n) US b (Zn) 
(see EN) 
defines a canonical Spin” structure on X. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let Y be a iGi%ler manifold; then with respect to the 
canonical Spilt<’ structure, 
where IJ denotes the sheaf of germs of IocaE holomorphic functions on X. 
Proof. The Spine representation restricted to U(n) is the exterior 
product representation, with Clifford multipbcation given by the 
following: 
@” gjR ~*@n + A’@‘1 
w (9 w i--t d(v)w - S(w)w, 
where d(v)w = v A w and S(V) is its adjoint relative to the hermitian 
structure. The &-grading is given by the even-odd decomposition of 
the exterior algebra (see [lo]). 
Let F be a complex vector space with hermitian form H; then as 
usual we have a complex linear embedding V C V’* OR @ (where V* is 
the real dual of V) given by a F+ p7(~) + 2p?(k~), where 9): I’--* I’* is the 
isomorphism defined by the bilinear form B given by the real part of II. 
B induces a hermitian form Z? on I’* OR @ and hence on F. 
= 2(&w, To) -1. iqiw, 20)) = 2H(V, w). 
So the induced hermitian form on C’C Y* Qrw @ is twice the original 
form. 
On the manifold X we have a complex linear isomorphism $: T g Too1 
between the tangent bundle and the bundle of (0, I) forms such that 
(#f(X), I)( I’)) = 2(X, Y:). We can thus identify the bundle of spinors 
with A*TD.l and define Clifford multiplication by a E T* as d/Z(d(B*?l) ~ 
S(:YO~~), where oi”,l is the (0, 1) component of U. 
We claim the Dirac operator P = 1/2(2 + a*), where 2: F(Tat”) -+ 
~(ir’O4+1), is the usual exterior derivative in the Dolbeault complex. 
Given a connection D on a vector bundle E, any first-order linear 
differential operator P: I’(E) -P r(F) may be written uniquely in the 
form P = UD + 7, where Q: r(E @ T*) --+ r(F) is the symbol and 
7 E r(I-Iom(E, F)). 
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Take the riemannian connection on the spinor bundle V(sA*TOJ); 
then the Dirac operator P = uD, where u is Clifford multiplication. 
The symbol of c? + a* is d(&) ~ S(&), so P and d/‘2(3 + a*) have 
the same symbol, It remains to show that the zero-order term 
T(2 + a*) = 0 re a 1 t ive to the riemannian connection. Since the volume 
form is paralIe1 ~(a*) = 3@)*, we need only prove ~(3) = 0. Now 
d = i? + 2, where d: r(MT* OR @) -+ .F(M+lT* & C) is the exterior 
derivative and T(d) = 0 since the riemannian connection has no torsion. 
On a &3&r manifold, the riemannian connection D commutes with the 
almost complex structure J and so ~(a) = 0. 
The theorem follows from the Hodge theory of the Dolbeault complex: 
f.. + qpP) T QTu,*‘-tl) + ... 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be a compact k%hler man@d; then 
(1) X is spin z#th e c n nonicaE bundle K has a square root (i.e., a 
complex he blsndttr L such that L @ L E K) ; 
(2) there is u oae-to-one correspondence between spin structures on 
X and holomorphic square koots of K; 
(3) under this correspondence, 
rr+ s H-“(x, B(L)), 
H- s fPd(A-, 8(L)). 
Proof. (1) We h ave the following commutative 
homomorphisms; 
diagram of group 
(‘“) 
where s(x) = x2. 
If u E U(n) C S0(2n), thenppl(u) = +8(u) det u-rl” E Spin(2n). Hence 
the lifting of a cocycle uBB to a Spin(2n) cocycIe corresponds bijectively 
to the lifting of the S1-cocycle det ~2’ to an S1-cocycle k,, such that 
hED = det a~‘. Since det UG’ represents the canonical bundle K, X is 
spin iff K has a square root. 
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(2) Let B* denote the sheaf of germs of nonvanishing local 
holomorphic functions on X. ‘I’hen we have an exact sequence of sheaves: 
In the corresponding exact cohomology sequence, we have: 
where cx is an injection for compact X. 
A holomorphic line bundle L E R1(S, c7*) thus has a hoIomorphic 
square root iff the topological obstruction /3(L) E H2(X, Z,) is zero (in 
fact p(L) = c,(L) mod 2). Hence ,Ti is spin iff K has a holmnorphi~ square 
root. From the first part of the proof, two liftings of an S7-cocycle to the 
double covering differ by a Z,-cocycle: since a: is injective, the cohomo- 
logy class of this cocycle distinguishes between holomorphically distinct 
square roots of K and so we get a one-to-one correspondence between 
spin structures and holomorphic square roots of K (see aIso Atiyah [S]). 
(3) The spin representation takes L’(U) det u-l!? into A*(U) @ 
(det u)-lja and so the bundle of spinors on a IGhlcr manifold is iso- 
morphic to X* Z’“J @ L, where L is a square root of K. As in Theorem 2.1, ~- 
we show that P = 1/2(i) .-I Z*), where a($ @ S) = %,4 @ s ifs is a local 
halomorphic section of L; i.e., 2 is the coboundary operator in the 
DolbeauIt complex of L. 
The symbols of the two operators are the same, so again we must show 
that 2 factors through the connection induced on X*TO>l @L via the 
riemannian connection. We showed this for A*Tnal, so it remains to 
show that if s is a local holomorphic section of L, then Ds E r( T’.” @ L) 
for then z($ @s) = uI)($ @ s). L @L z K and I; has the connection 
induced from K, so it suffices to prove the abovc statement for K. But 
d- A -.- A dz,, is a local holomorphic section of K and D(dzJ t F( T1,” @ 
G$ since D has no torsion and so the skew part of D(dzJ ’ 1s d(&,), 
which is zero. Hence @cl,-, A *a+ A dz,,) E r( TI.” @ K). 
(4) We sometimes need to consider spinors with coefficients 
in a vector bundle E with connection. We then have a connection on 
V @ E and a Clifford multiplication on the left, so that we can define a 
Dirac operator as in Sections 1.1--l 4. Suppose now X is a Kihler 
manifold and E is a holomorphic hermitian vector bundle. If WC‘ choose 
the unique unitary connection on E such that I% = C wi @ zi , where 
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(zji> is a local holomorphic basis and the wz are (I, 0) forms, and construct ~- ~ 
the Dirac operator, we see as in the above argument that P = d2(8 + a*), 
and, in particular, we can identify the harmonic spinors with coefficients 
in E with H*(X, 0(1; @ E)). 
In Sections 2.1-2.4 we shall adopt the usual convention of writing 
Iine bundIes additively, i.e., L @ M = L + M. We shaI1 use Theorem 
2.2 to compute the dimension of the space of harmonic spinors for 
particular Kghler manifolds but first we make some remarks: 
Remarks. (1) Since Hp(X, #(#Z)) is defined entirely in terms of the 
complex structure on X, dim H is independent of the choice of Klhler 
metric defining the same complex structure. In real dimension 2, since 
c* gg SO(2) x IF!+ via xt-+ (z/l z 1) * 1 z j, th is is equivalent to saying 
that dim H is a conformal invariant which we have seen in Sections 
1.1-1.4. 
(2) Serre duality asserts that if L is a holomorphic Iine bundle, 
Hp(X, O(L)) g Hn-p(X, 6(K - L)). Hence, if L = &XT, we have the 
duality: 
fP(X, U(gq) z fPyX, @@K)). 
(3) If we take the canonical Spine structure on a Ktihler manifold 
with positive definite Ricci tensor, then the endomorphism Q in Theorem 
1.1. is positive on @F1 MT**i and zero on X”ToJ. Combined with 
Theorem 2.1, this yields Bochner’s vanishing theorem, i.e., a Kahler 
manifold with positive definite Ricci tensor admits no holomorphic 
p-forms for p > 0. This is a special case of Kodaira’s vanishing theorem, 
but Kodaira’s theorem does not appear to be more powerful than 
Lichnerowicz’s in general. For example, one can show by Kodaira’s 
method that if the scalar curvature is positive, then H”(X, O($Y)) 
(and hence by duality Hn(X, 0(&Q)) vanishes (see Kobayashi and 
Wu [24J), but it is not clear that one can deduce EP(X, 0(+&Y)) = 0 for 
0 ( p < n which is what LichnerowTicz’s theorem gives. 
(4) Let X be a compact complex manifold and L, , L, 
holomorphic line bundles on X. Then we have a bilinear map 
m: EP(X, Q(L,)) x w&Y, U(L,)) --f wJ(X, U(L, + L,)) 
defined by multiplication, i.e., if si , sg are holomorphic sections of 
L, , L, , then 
fil(% , $2) = wz I 
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m induces a corresponding differentiable map fi on the projective 
spaces P(L) = P(HO(X, O(L))), 
The points of P(L) correspond to effective divisors of L, i.e., the zeros 
of holomorphic sections of 1;. Let D be a divisor of L, + L, ; then D is 
in the image of fi iff D = D, + D, , where D, and D, are effective 
divisors of L, and I,, , respectively. Since D has only a finite number of 
irreducible components, D = D, + D, in only a finite number of ways, 
i.e., .&;-Qt) is finite. Hence dim P(L, + L,) >, dim P(&) + dim I’(&). 
Consider L, = L, = $K. Then if Iz” = dim H”(X, Q(tk’)) and p, is 
the geometric genus = dim H”(X, b(K)), we have (p, - 1) > 2(h0 - I), 
i.e., 
where Cx] denotes the integer part of x’. ‘I’his gives an upper bound on ho 
which as we shaI1 see is sometimes attained. 
2,2, RIEMANN SURFACES 
Every oriented two-dimensional manifold X is a spin manifold since 
wz(X) = 0. Furthermore, since SO(2) g U(l), every riemannian metric 
on X is a KHhler metric, so we lose no generality by considering Kahler 
metrics. By Serre duality, H”(X, U{-;K)) z Hr(X, Q(*k’)), so we need 
only compute ho to find dim Ii. Hence the dimension of the space of 
harmonic spinors on a 2-manifold is independent of the metric iff h” 
is independent of the complex structure. 
We note that if X is of genus g, there are # Hl(X, I?,) = 2zu different 
spin structures and that ps = R. 
PRUPOSITION 2.3. If g -L 3, the dimension of the space of harmonic 
sjkovs is independent of the metric. 
Proof. From Remark 4 above, we have 
Hence, if g = 0, ho = 0, and if g < 3, ho = 0 or 1. Thus we can find 
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the number of square roots of K with no holomorphic sections by 
considering the number for which ho is even, and it is classically known 
that there are 2g-l(2~ + 1) such square roots (see Atiyah [8]). So for 
g = 1, 3 square roots of the canonical bundle have no holomorphic 
sections; one (the trivial one) has one section. For g = 2, there are 10 
square roots with no holomorphic sections and 6 with one. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. If X is hyperdiptic, ho = [(g + 1)/Z] for sonze 
square root of K. Moreover, if g is even, there are at least 2(g + 1) such 
square roots. 
Proof. We refer to Gunning [20] f or terminology and basic facts 
about the Weierstrass gap sequence. 
Let p E X, and Iet r(~p) denote the dimension of the space of holo- 
morphic sections of the line bundle defined by the divisor VP, Y being a 
positive integer. 
Then 
r(vP) = y + 1 - {# gaps < v in Weierstrass gap sequence at p} 
(see Theorem 14 in [ZO]). If p is a hyperelliptic Weierstrass point, the 
gap sequence is 
1 < 3 < 5 ... ‘*’ < 2g - 1. 
Hence y((2g - 2)~) = 2g - I ~ (g - 1) = g, and so (2g - 2)~ defines 
a line bundle with first Chern class (2g - 2)1X] and g holomorphic 
sections which must therefore be the canonical bundle K. (g - 1)~ 
then defines a square root of K and 
i.e., 
Our square roots of the canonical bundIe having [(g + 1)/2] holomorphic 
sections are equivalent as divisors to (g - l)p, where p is a Weierstrass 
point. There are 2(g + 1) W eierstrass points p, on a hyperelliptic 
surface and these are the branch points of a ramified double covering 
f: X-+ PI. Since all points are equivalent as divisors on Pl, on X we 
have 2~~ N 2p, , Hence if g is even, (g - l)p, N (g - l)pi implies 
ps -pj. But from the Weierstrass gap sequence, I = 1 and so 
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pi -pi implies pi = pj , thus we have 2(g + I) distinct square roots 
with h” = [(g + 1)/2]. 
A partial converse to the above is provided by a theorem of H. Martens 
(126 Theorem 3.1]), which we state as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.5 (Martens). If ho = [(g + 1)/2], then X is one of 
the fObk~JWi?Zg types: 
(a) hyperelliptic, 
(b) R = 4, 
(c) g = 6. 
In the nonhyperelliptic cases of g = 4 and 6, there is only one square 
root having [(g + 1)/2] h o 1 omorphic sections (by a result of Farkas [ 19]), 
but from Proposition 2.4 a hyperelliptic surface of genus 4 has at least 10 
such square roots and genus 6 at least 14. We may therefore say that 
hyperelliptic surfaces are distinguished by the property of having the 
maximal number of harmonic spinors for the maximal number of spin 
structures. Since for g > 3 there exist hyperelliptic and nonhyperelliptic 
surfaces, we may state here the main result in 2 dimensions: 
THEOREM 2.6. The dimension of the space of harmonic spinors on a 
two-dimensional riemannian manifold varies with the choice of metric. 
By taking products of Riemann surface and using the Kiinneth 
formula, we can construct manifolds in every dimension on which dim H 
depends upon the metric, but these all have several spin structures. WC 
now look at simply connected manifolds where, since H’(X, Z,) = 0, 
there is a unique spin structure. 
3. ALGEBRAIC SURFACES 
Every nonsingular projective algebraic variety is a IGhler manifold, 
so we can apply Theorem 2.2 to an algebraic surface with z+(X) = 0. 
We put hp = dim H*(X, @(iK)), then ho = h3 by Serre duality and 
ho - h’ + h2 = a(X) by the Riemann-Roth theorem, hence we need 
only calculate ho. 
By Remark 4 in 2,1 we have: 
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By the Riemann-Roth theorem applied to the trivial line bundle, we 
have: 
1 - p +pO = (cl2 + c,)/12 = Todd genus, (2) 
where 9 is the irregularity = dim Hi(X, 0). Also by the Riemann-Roth 
theorem applied to the holomorphic line bundle @, we have 
ho - h1 + ho = (cl2 + c,)/12 - cl*/8 = a genus. (31 
Hence from (l), (2), and (3), we get 
(Cl2 + cd12 - cl218 < 2h0 < (cl2 + c2)/12 + q. (41 
Remarks. (1) It follows from the inequality (4) that if X is a spin 
algebraic surface, q > -ci2/8. Now suppose the intersection matrix is 
of type (r, s), then Y + s = b, and Y - s = sign X = (cl2 - 2c,)/3. 
Also, ca = Euler characteristic = 2 - 4q + b, . We can therefore 
express the inequality as: 
c2 - b, - 2 < Q/2, 
i.e, 
3 sign X 2 -2(b, + 2), 
I.e., 
3(’ - s) 2 --2(y + s + 21, 
i.e., 
5Y --s+4>0. 
This is a topological condition that a four-dimensional spin manifold 
must satisfy in order to be algebraic. 
(2) Suppose r,(X) = (11, then Q = 0. If cl2 = 0, then from 
the inequality (41, ho = c,/24 and la 1 = 0, hence in this case hp is a 
topological invariant for Kahler metrics defining algebraic structures. 
(3) Every spin surface X is a relatively minimal model, for 
suppose E is the divisor of an exceptional curve of the first kind, Then E 
is nonsingular, rational, and of self-intersection E ’ E = -1. Therefore, 
from the formula (for a nonsingular divisor D) D * (D + K) = 
2(-(D) - l), we have K * E = -1. However, the spin condition implies 
that K = 2F for some divisor F, so K * E is an even number, Hence, X 
has no exceptional curves of the first kind and is thus a relatively minimal 
model. 
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(4) Applying R emarks 2 and 3 to Enriques’ classification of 
algebraic surfaces (see Shafarevitch [30]), we see that V = 0 (and hence 
hp is independent of the algebraic structure) for all simply connected 
algebraic surfaces except the class K = 2 (i.e., surfaces of general type) 
and possibly rational surfaces. We shall see now that this is true for 
rational surfaces and a considerable number of surfaces of general type. 
(a) Hatiunal swfaces. Every relatively minimal model of a 
rational surface (except P2 which is not spin) is a fibre bundle over P1 
with fibre P’ and hence in particular has sign X = 0, and therefore 
A(X) = 0. Hence, 19 = 2k O. Rut ho < (p, + 1)/Z and p,$ = 0 for a 
’ rational surface, so ho = /Q = h” = 0. 
(b) ComJlete intemxtions. We consider the algebraic surface 
V2(a 1 ,.*a, a,) given by the intersection of r nonsingular hypersurfaces 
F(a,),..., F(a,) of degrees a, ,..., a, in Pi2 in general position. From the 
Lefschetz theorem on hyperplane sections, such a variety is simply 
connected. 
PROPOSITION. V,(a, ,..., a,) is spin ifJ xi a, - (r .-t 3) is evea. 
Proof. ‘The total Chern class of V is given by 
c(V) = (1 + [n])““(l -j+ a,[l1])-1 ‘a- (1 + aJH])--1, 
where [H] g H2( V, Z) is the cohomology class given by a hyperplane 
section H in W2. Thus 
Cl( If-) :..- ((r + 3) - z Ui) [H-j, 
so if 1 ai - (r (- 3) is even, w.JV) = cl(V) mod 2 = 0 and V is spin. 
The converse will follow if we show that H is primitive, i.e., [f1] + WZD 
for any D E HZ( V, Z), For a complete intersection of dimension >2, 
the Lefschetz theorem says that [H] generates H?(V, Z). Let VT 7 
V, n F and consider the exact cohomology sequence: 
If j*[H] is not primitive, then since [H] generates H”( Vz), there will be 
torsion in H3( V, , V, n F) and hence in Hz(Vs , Vs n 5’). Consider now 
the exact homology sequence: 
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i+ is surjective by the Lefschetz theorem, hence i is injective. But 
Hr(V, n F) = 0 since Yz is simply connected, so there is no torsion in 
H,( kTa , Vs n F) and [H] is primitive. 
The canonical bundle of IJa is thus given by K = (1 ai - (Y + 3))N, 
and if 2 ai # Y + 3, then cl2 > 0, so V, is a surface of general type or 
rational. 
If C ai - (Y + 3) < 0, th en ai = 1 for i + I (say) and a, = 2, i.e., 
t’, is a quadric in P3, which is rational and which we have therefore 
already considered in (a). 
If c ai ~ (r + 3) = 24s > O), th en the unique square root of K is 
sH. It is well-known, however, that Hi(V, , BfsH)) = 0 for a complete 
intersection. 
Hence h1 = 0. 
(c) Rami’ed coverings. In dimension 1, the most interesting 
varieties from our point of view were hyperelliptic curves, i.e., ramified 
double coverings of P i. We now consider a two-dimensional analog: 
cyclic coverings of P2 branched over a nonsingular curve. 
Let C C P2 be a nonsingular curve of degreepq. Then we can construct 
the f-fold covering f: X -+ Pa ramified over the branch curve C. Let 
C’ = f-‘(C). 
PROPOSITION. X is simply conwecfed. 
Proof. Let D(N), S(N) (resp. D(N’), S(N)) be the disc and sphere 
bundles of the normal bundle N (resp. N’) of C (resp. C’) in P2 (resp. X). 
Then r1(P2 - D(N)) s Zr,, and the generator is given by the inclusion 
i of a fibre of S(N): 
q(S1) -5 Trl(S(N)) A ?71( P2 - D(N)) 
(see Zariski 131, Chapter VIII]). 
Now X ~ B,(W) is a p-fold unramified covering of P2 - 6(N), 
so 7Tl(X - L?(W)) g L, with generator given by the inclusion of a fibre 
in S(N). Let z E -rr,(S(N’)) be this generator. 
We claim that the homomorphism 
7r,(S(N’)) 2 77&x- - fJ(N’)) x 7r@(N’)) 
is surjective (where i i , i2 are induced by the natural inclusions). This is 
true since i, is surjective from the exact sequence of the fibration 9 --f 
S(W) --f C’, so given (j’(P), w on the right-hand side, take w’ E rr,(S(N’)) ) 
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s.t. &(w’) = w. If iI -j’(z’*), then i, x i2(~‘n-n~‘) = (j’($), w), so 
i, x i, is surjective. 
Hence the subgroup generated by r,(S(N’)) in the free product of 
n1(5 - fi(iy’)) and x,(D(N’)) is the whole group and by Van Kampen’s 
theorem, n,(X) -^- (I]. 
PROPOSITION. X is spin ;fJp is even and q is odd. 
PIYK$ T,et f: x + P be the projection, then the derivative of f 
defines a natural homomorphism of sheaves: 
(where JZY is the canonical bundle of X), or, in other words, a holo- 
morphic section of K, -.f *k’,c . If cy is a local nonvanishing holo- 
morphic n-form on P, then f’*:x vanishes to order (p ~ 1) on the 
branch locus C’. Hence, 
k’, -f*K,? = (p - 1) C’, 
where C’ denotes the line bundle of the divisor C’. Hence, 
K, = f*((p - 1) yH -- 3H), 
where H is the line bundle on P2 defined by a hyperplanc section. 
Thus if p is cvcn and q odd, cl(_Y) = 0 mod 2 and X is spin. 
The converse will follow if we can show that .f*([Jr]) E tP(X, Z) 
is primitive. Now the pp-fold ramified covering is a nonsingular hyper- 
surface 1’ in P3 given by the equation 
where the polynomial g defines the curve C in P”. z!>,~ acts on k’ via 
the action on P3 given by 
and defines the projection 1’ A’ X-J P2. The divisor of the branch 
curve C” on E’ is equivalent to (f/‘)*H but this is also the divisor given 
by x,, = 0, i.e., a hypcrpIane section H’ in P3. Hence H’ - (.$‘)*H as 
holomorphic line bundles. We know that [II’] is primitive on Y7, hence 
(f’)*[H] must be primitive on 9. 
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Hence if X is spin, ((p - 1)q - 3) = 2s, and the unique square root 
of K is given by *K = sf*H. 
If p = 2, q = 1, then X is a quadric and therefore rational. If p = 2, 
q = 3, then K = 0. Otherwise, s > 0. 
NOW if G is a finite group of automorphisms of a compIex manifold 
X and W is a holomorphic vector bundle on X/G, f: X+ X/G the 
projection map, then 
where YG denotes the fixed part under the action of G (see Atiyah 
and Segal [12]). 
Taking X = Y, G = Z, , W = & then f *&K = sH’ and 
H’(I: B(sH’)) = 0 since Y is a hypersurface, hence HI(X, 0($-K)) = 0, 
i.e. > 19 = 0. 
Remark. In view of the preceding (somewhat restricted) exampIes, it 
is tempting to conjecture the following: Let X be a simpIy connected 
algebraic spin surface; then for a generic complex structure, 
H1(X, Q(+K)) = 0. 
If h’ = 0, then a(X) = 2h0 3 0, and hence sign X < 0, This is 
Zappa’s conjecture, which is known to be false, but the counterexamples 
(see Atiyah [7], Bore1 [15J) are not simply connected-in fact they are 
K(T, 1)‘s. 
2,4. BIRATIONAL INVARIANCE 
We have seen that in certain cases, the dimension of the space of 
harmonic spinors on an algebraic variety X depends upon the complex 
structure: it is natural to ask whether it is invariant under the algebraic 
notion of birational equivalence. We know far example that 
dim Hp(X, U(K)) and the plurigenera dim H*(X, 0(mK)) (m > 0) are 
birational invariants. We ask now whether dim 1P(X, B(iK)) is invariant. 
In dimension 1, birational equivalence implies biholomorphic cquiv- 
alence and so the invariance is trivial. In dimension 2, we saw in 
Remark 3 of 2,3 that a spin manifold was a minimal model, Except 
for ruled surfaces, a minimal model is unique up to biholomorphic 
equivalence and so dim Hp(X, 0(&K)) is again invariant. For a ruled 
surface, every minimal model (except P2) is a fibre bundle with base a 
curve B and fibre P1 and thus has zero signature; also, p, = 0, so by the 
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same argument as for rational surfaces, there are no harmonic spinors. 
Hence in dimension 2, dim Hp(X, O(~iK)) is a birational invariant. 
We consider the question of invariance in higher dimensions under 
the birational equivalence of “blowing up.” 
THEOREM 2.5. Let X’ be obtained from X by blowing up a subaariety 
Y c A-; then 
( 1) X’ is spin ;sf .Y is spin and co&m I’ is odd; 
(2) If X’ and X are spip1, the projection f: X’ --+ X induces a 
one-to-one correspondence between the spin structures on x’ and those oa X’; 
(3) under this correspondence, 
dim Hp(X’, fl(+K’)) = dim Hi’(X, B($R)). 
Proof. For details on blowing up, we refer to Porteous [ZS]. 
(I) Let Y C X be of codimension m, with normal bundle N. 
Thenfpl( I’) is the codimension 1 subvariety Y’ g p(N). If LY is a local 
nonvanishing holomorphic n-form on X, then f *CC vanishes to order 
(m - I) on Y’and 
k;iJ 2 f*Kx + (WI - l)E, 
where E is the line bundle defined by the divisor Y’. Hence cl(X’) = 
f*cl(w f cm - 1)[El, and if X is spin and na is odd, cl(X’) G 0 mod 2 
and so X’ is spin. Conversely, we have the split exact sequence 
0 --+ H2(X, Z) f* H2(X’, Z) $ L -+ 0, 
where the splitting is defined by 1 t+ [E]. Hence if cl(X’) =f*rl(X) + 
(WI - l)[E] = 0 mod 2, then ?YZ must be odd and cl(X) - 0 mod 2. 
(2) We see from above that if i-Kx is a holomorphic square root 
of K, , thenf *$K1 + (191 - 1)/2 [E] is a halomorphic square root of K,t . 
Since f * induces an isomorphism Hl(X, Ze) --f Hl(X’, Z,), this defines 
a one-to-one correspondence between spin structures on X and spin 
structures on X’. 
(3) A theorem of Sampson and Washnitzer [29] states: If X’ 
is obtained from X by blowing up a subvariety Y, then Hp(X’, f * A?) = 
H”(X, 2’) for any coherent sheaf 2 on X. Theorem 2.5 will then follow 
if we can prove that 
H”(X’, s(f*-~&)) gg H”(X’, 0(&T,,)), 
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or equivalently, 
where we write K for KXr . 
LEMMA. fP(X’, O(+K - tE)) E fP(X’, 0(&K - (t - 1)E)) for 
1 <s<{m - 1)/2. 
Proof. Consider the following exact sequence of sheaves: 
O-U(W)- F(W@J{(S})+ U(W@{S)) Is-O, 
where S is a nonsingular subvariety of codimension 1, (5’) is the cor- 
responding line bundle, and W is a holomorphic vector bundIe. 
Put W = @ - 673, S = Y’, {S> = E, then we have the corresponding 
exact cohomology sequence: 
+ W’fX’, U(@Z - B?)> + H”(X’, @(@C - (6 ~ l)E)) 
- HqY’, U(gc - (f - I)E) ly/) +. 
The lemma will follow if we can prove that 
Hp(Y’, 8(#7 - (t - l)E) I+) = 0. 
Now K If = K,, - E ly, and E Iye = --H, where H is the Hopf 
bundle over Y’ g P(N). We have a holomorphic fibre bundle pm-1 -+ 
Y’ +p Y and so KY’ = p*k’, - mH - p*.VXN. Therefore, 
:K-((r-l)E~~~~~~*(K,~hmN)-~~-(C-~))H. 
Let k = (m - l)j2 - (G - l), then 1 < Iz < (na - 1)/2. Consider 
Hp([rp(N), O(p*L - KH)) f or an arbitrary holomorphic line bundle I, 
on Y. Now NP(pm--l, 0(-kH)) = 0 for p # m - 1 by Kodaira’s 
vanishing theorem and 
by Serre duality. Since k<(m-1)/2, k--m<<, and so 
Hm-l(Pm-l, O( -kH)) = 0. 
Hence Hp(Bm-1, O(-kH)) = 0 for all p and the E2 term in the 
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spectral sequence for the fibration Pm-t -+ P(N) + E’ and the sheaf 
O&*1, - Ml) vanishes and so 
Consequently, Hl’(t”, C(ik- - (C - l)E)],.,) = 0 and the lemma 
follows, taking L =z im(Ky - hmN). 
By induction on the lemma we get 
and the theorem follows. 
Remark. In real dimension 2, we saw that the dimension of the space 
of harmonic spinors does in general depend upon the metric but is 
bounded above by the topological invariant (g + 1); furthermore, there 
was no unique spin structure. In Sections 3.1-3.3 we shall see that in 
3 dimensions, boundedness no longer holds. 
3.1. HARMONIC SPINORS ON S3 
The standard metric on s” has positive scalar curvature and so by 
Lichnerowicz’s theorem there are no harmonic spinors. This is, however, 
a very special metric and if we regard Sfl as a compact Lie group (SU(2), 
Sp( I), or Spin (3)), it corresponds to the &invariant metric. We consider 
now 0nIy left-invariant metrics. 
If S, Y are left-invariant vector fieIds and g is a left-invariant metric, 
then g,(x,, I Q = g@, , Ye), and since the left-invariant vector fields 
span the tangent space at every point p, a left-invariant metric is defined 
by a metric on the tangent space at the identity, i.e., the Lie algebra. 
l’he tangent bundle is parallelized by a basis for the T,ie algebra and so 
the spinor bundle is parallelized by the corresponding spinor basis. 
Hence, relative to a left-invariant metric, the Dirac operator will be a 
2 x 2 matrix of first-order linear left-invariant differential operators, i.e., 
elements of the Lie algebra and constants. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let g be a left-invuriant metric which is diagonal 
with eigenvalues A, , h, , h, relative to a basis (e, , e2 , e3} UJ the Lie algebra 
which is ovlhonormal with respect to the b&invariant metric. Then, relative 
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to the corresponding spinor basis, the Dirac operator pnay be written: 
Proof. We first compute the riemannian connection relative to this 
metric. This is defined in general by the following formula: 
2g(X VZY) = z - g(X, y> + g(Z [X YI) + y * gw, Z) 
+ g(Y, 1-T Zl) - x * s(K Z) - g(X, [E: Zl) 
for vector fields X, Y, and 2. 
For left-invariant vector fields and a left-invariant metric, this becomes: 
2gl-K VZY) = gG [X YI) + g(K LX, 4) - J!(lr’, CK a 
since g(X, Y) is constant. 
Since Ad: S3 + SO(3) is surjective, the basis {e, , e2 , e3} satisfies 
the usual relations [e, , e,] = 2e, , [e, , e,] = 2e, , [es , e,] = 29 , and 
hence on this basis, the riemannian connection can be computed via 
the above formula as: 
Vele, = 0 
Vep2 = (-4 + A, + 4) e,j& 
vep = -(--h, 4 A, + u %A 
etc. 
If Et = ei/~~, then {E, , E, , Es) is an orthonormal basis relative to 
g and then 
V& = 0 
To the basis {Ei} of the tangent bundle, there corresponds under the spin 
representation a basis {$J~} of the spinor bundle V+. If c.u(~ is the con- 
nection matrix relative to the basis (EJ, then the induced connection on 
V+ is given by 
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(see 1.1). II cnce in our case, 
(2) 
We have the Dirac operator P: I’( k’+) -+ F(V+) defined by i’$ = 
w C E,iV,c,.$, where w = E,E,E, is the section of the Clifford bundle 
defined by the volume form, and so from (I), the action of P on a basis 
spinor $J~ is 
Now if 4 F r(V+), a E P(S), we have 
P(a$) 7: w c (Ei . a) e,qJ + aP$, (4) 
where Ei . Q = (da, E,,), i.e., Ei acts on a as a first-order differential 
operator and acts on J, by Clifford multiplication. 
WC take esplicitly the spin representation given by 
and then from (3) and (4) we compute the action of P on the spinor 
a& 4. adz = C.$ 
and Proposition (3.1) follows. 
We restrict ourselves now to considering metrics which areleft-invariant 
under Sa and right-invariant under S’ C S3, This is equivalent (up to a 
constant multiple) to the case A, : X3 = I _ Put A, y As, then the Dirac 
operator becomes: 
Put X = ~1 , Z+ 5 eP + ie, , Z- = e2 - je, , then 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. The eigenvalues of P are: 
P/h + v2 multiplicity 2p 
v It d4PP~2 + (p - QW~ multiplicity p + q 
fop p, q > 0. 
Proof. Let A be the Iaplacian on functions relative to the bi-invariant 
metric, and let d act on the spinors by A * ($) = (Q. Then d commutes 
with P and we may consider P restricted to the elgenspaces of A. The 
eigenspaces of A acting on functions are given by the irreducible re- 
presentation spaces E @ E of S3 x 9, where E is an irreducibIe 
representation space of S3. There is one irreducible representation of S3 
in each dimension and these are given by the symmetric products of the 
two-dimensional complex representation S3 ~0 SU(2). 

















S=i o--1, ( 1 z+q;. i), 2-q; ;). E 
The space of the Kth symmetric power of the representation u is 
spanned by monomials xmym, where k = m + n, and the action of the 
Lie algebra on this space is given by 
then 
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But from the commutation properties of the Lie algebra, 
[X, 2 ‘-1 = -2i.z+, [X, z-1 C-L 2i%-, [Z-t-, Z-J = --4ix. 
Hence, 
-2ik7%’ 
p,yz _I i z-2:. 
and 
Z-P acts as -4m(n + I) on PyN, 
Z+Z- acts as -4n(m + I) on YnyrL, 
X acts as i(m ~ ?z) on .Pyn, 
Thus, relative to the basis (z~y~“>, Q” + 2ik’Q is diagonal, and the 
eigenvalues of Q must satisfy the equation 
or 
u”% -1 2iklz = --P(m - n)’ f- A .“(-2(Wl - 72)) - 4n(??z + I) 
-kym - n)’ + A-“(-2(n - m)) - 4m(n -I- I), 
i.e., ,N = --iA-1 f ih-l 2/(m + 1 - n)' + 4(m + 1 )nXJ. Now Z+!J = ("'y,"") 
is an eigenvector of Q iff Z~(x”“y~) 7 0, i.e., if? n = 0 and then the 
eigenvalue is A-rim. Otherwise, the space generated by Ji is two dimen- 
sional and both solutions of the above equation are eigenvalues of Q. 
Hence the eigenvalues of P are: 
(k+l),!h+h/2j k=m+n, 
h/2 i t’4(m +l)nh”+(m-lz++I)zjAt m>o, n;,O, 
i.e., putting p = m + I, p = 12, 
Both ($) and ($) are eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue 
(k + 1)/h + h/2. Furthermore, the representation space occurs with 
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muItiplicity the dimension of the representation E (=k + I) in the 
eigenspace of d, since it is also a representation space on the right. 
Hence the multiplicity of the eigenvalue p/h + A/2 is 2p and of the others 
(p + q), which proves the proposition. 
We are interested in the null space of P, i.e., the space of harmonic 
spinors. Thus there are harmonic spinors for the metric with eigenvalues 
(A2, 1, 1) iff there are positive integer solutions (p, 4) to the equation: 
x2 = 2 v’4pqh2 + (p - q)2. (3.3) 
In particular, if h = 4~1, m a positive integer, then p = q = m is a 
solution. Thus we have the following corohary to Proposition (3.2): 
COROLLARY. Let m > 0 be an integer and take the metric (16m2~ J 
on S3 relative to the standard basis {i, j, k] of the Lie algebra. Then the 
dimension of the space of harmonic spinors relative to this metric is >2m. 
lit pnrticzcianr, we can c~oosc t?ze m&k to make dim H as large as zue please. 
Remarks. (1) To compute the exact dimension of the space of 
harmonic spinors involves finding all positive integer solutions to (3.3). 
I owe the following observations to S. ChowIa: 
(a) If m is a prime = 3(mod 4) and A = 4m, then the only 
solution to (3.3) is p = q = m. 
Proof. (3.3) is equivalent to 
(p - q)2 -/- 64mpq = 64m4. 
Now since (p ~ yf2 2 0, pq < m2- Furthermore, 8.m 1 p -- q, SO put 
p ~ q = 8ml, then 
t2 +pq = m2, 
and substituting for q, 
t2 +p2 z 0 (mod m). 
If m z 3 (mod 4), then m 1 p, but then m I q and pq < m’ implies 
p=q=m. 
(b) If m = 65, then p = 4 = 65 and p = 528, q = 8 are two 
solutions. 
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(2) The solution to (3.3) given by p = 4 = m does not arise 
fortuitously ,--it exists for geometric rather than number theoretic 
reasons. 
The space of harmonic spinors corresponding to p = q ~7 WE consists 
of 2m copies of (~~~,~~l). Suppose that $ = (z:) is a harmonic spinor, then 
S . a, =- i(m ~ 1 _I m)a, = -ia, , X * a2 =:= ;(rn - m -1. l)a, -= +if+ 
Hence crp tX * a, -7 ecital , so a, is the pullback of a section of the 
homogeneous line bundle over S” = S’“jSl defined by the character 
e-l’, that is, 11-r where H is the Hopf bundle over S3 z $I. SitniIarly, 
a2 defines a section of H, so $J is the puIlback of a section of H @ I$-,‘---the 
spinor bundle on S” (see Sections 2.1-2.5). 
Now consider Z”- acting on the pullback a of a section of H: 
Hence exp tX - Z+a = e-“lZi-a and Z+ defines a differential operator 
Z+: F(H) + I’(H-l), and similarly we have Z. : F(H-‘) + r(H). 
‘Phus I’z = (z-z-) defines a differential operator on the spinor bundle 
of S”-in fact a multiple of the Dirac operator. 
$ is an eigenvector of I’, and we have found a harmonic spinor by 
“separation of variables”-expressed the Dirac operator P - P, + P, , 
where PI defines an operator on S1 and P, defines the Dirac operator 
on S’. Q!J is an eigenvector of P, and an eigenvector of P, with opposite 
eigenvalue. The procedure is similar to the classical construction of 
solutions to Laplace’s equation in R3 (with the flat metric) by separation 
of variables from eigenvectors of the laplacian on S2 and a radial 
differential operator. 
(3) The results of Proposition 3.2 may be used to provide an 
example of the theorem of Atiyah, Patodi, and Singer [I I] applied to the 
Dirac operator P on a 4n - 1 manifold X. 
We take the eigenvalues h of P and define the difference of two zeta 
functions 
v(s) L C (sign X) 1 A I-“; 
n+a 
then q(s) is finite at s = 0. On the other hand, we make X bound a spin 
manifold Y, extend the product metric near the boundary to Y, take 
the Pontrjagin forms on Y relative to this metric, and integrate the a 
polynomial in these forms over Y. 
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The theorem then says that 
q(O) = 2 jr &J(Y)) mod Z 
= 2@(X) mod Q, 
where @ is the Chern-Simons invariant 
poIynomia1 [ 181. 
In our example, for A2 < 16, the positive eigenvalues are 
and the negative ones pjh + h/2 and h/2 + ~@$~~q>el/\ 
42 - dJjJg2 + (p - qj2P with the appropriate multiplicities from 
Proposition 3.2. Hence 
corresponding to the A^ 
The first term causes no problem and at s = 0 has the value (A4 - 1)/6. 
The second term we expand as follows. Putting 
f(s) = c (P + 4)(4N~” + (P - 4YP, 
1). 4>D 
we get 
where for A sufficiently small, g is analytic at s = 0 and g(0) = 0, 
since f(s) converges absolutely for Re s > 312. Computing the residues 
of ,J at s = l/2 and s = 312, we finally obtain the following expression 
for ~(0): 
T(O) = (-1 + 2x” - X4)/6. 
Module Q {and a sign convention), this agrees with the Chern-Simons 
invariant for this family of metrics as computed in [IS], taking account 
of the fact that A^@,) = --p&N. 
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Let S = S1 x S3. Let q, be an invariant vector field on S1 and 
e, , es, eR the standard orthonormal vector fields on S3. Then 
I@“) = -e, ](e2) ~~ -e3 
I(%) = “0 lb4 = e2 
defines an almost complex structure on X which is integrable and gives 
a complex structure. X is a Hopf manifold. 
The left-invariant riemannian metric defined by the matrix 









(with respect to the basis {co , e, , e2 , e,]) is then he~mitian. But this is 
the product of an invariant metric on S1 and the metric we were con- 
sidering in Proposition 3.2. Hence by the product formula for harmonic 
spinors (I .l, Remark 4), we can make the dimension of the space of 
harmonic spinors on X as large as we please by choosing X suitably. 
On the other hand, p, = 0 for .Y and so if 121’ = dim Up(X, Q($k’)), 
k” -= 0. Furthermore, by Serre duality and the Riemann-Roth theorem 
for complex manifolds, 2hn - h* = A(X) = 0 since sign -I’ 7 0, and 
so AT1 = 0 for all p. 
We see here the necessity of the IGhlcr condition in Theorem 2.2. 
In fact, X is the simplest example of a non-Kahlcr compact complex 
manifold (since R2(X, Z) = 0, X cannot bc Kahler). 
3+3. SCALAR CURVATURES OF s" 
The scalar curvature .R of a left-invariant metric is a constant and so 
since we have harmonic spinors relative to metrics within the family of 
Proposition 3.2, these must have nonpositive scalar curvature by the 
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theorem of Lichnerowicz. It is a matter of interest then to compute the 
scalar curvature of a left-invariant metric on S3. 
The curvature tensor is given by: 
R(X, k’)Z = V,V,Z - V,V,Z - VI,,,lZ. 
Hence from (i) in Proposition 3.1, 
VI 9 &I E, 
Now the scalar curvature R = Ci,j (R(Ei , ,!?,)I?,, E,). But from the 
symmetry 
(R(X, Y)Z, W) = (R(Z, W)X, Y) 
and R(X, Y) = -R( Y, X), we get 
R = 2W-& 7 -CJ 4, Ed + NE,, Es) Es, Es) 4 WE,, 4) 4 > &)I. 
But from the above formula, 
where uz is the ith elementary symmetric function in (A1 , A, , A,>, and so 
R = 2{-3u12 - 4u, + 4~7,~ + 2ulz - 4(u12 - 2c9))/u9 
= 2(4u, - o12)/u3 . (3.4) 
The restricted family of Proposition 3.2 was given by A, = A”, 
A, = A, = 1. Hence in this case, 
R = 2(4(2A2 + 1) - (A2 + 2)7/X2 
= 2(4 - AZ) (3.5) 
Remarks. (1) C onsider again the equation (3.3), i.e., 
4(p ~ qy + 16ppP = x4. 
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Then 16pq < h2, so there are no positive integer solutions (p, 4) (and 
hence no harmonic spinors) if h2 < 16. From (3.5), we see that if 
x2 < 4, R > 0, and so this result is compatible with Lichnerowicz’s 
theorem. Also, if A2 = 4, R = 0, and then the result is compatible with 
Theorem 1.2, since S3 x Sx is not a IGhler manifold. In fact there are 
no harmonic spinors until X2 = 16 and R -= -24, and then there are 
two linearly independent harmonic spinors since p = q = 1 is the 
unique solution to (3.3). 
(2) We may regard the space of left-invariant metrics on S” 
(up to isometry by conjugation) as parametrized by the eigenvalues 
(X, , X, , h3), where hi > 0. The space of such metrics of positive scalar 
curvature (9-t) is then given from (3.4) by: 
i.e., 
This is the interior of a circular cone with axis (1, I, 1). Up to multi- 
plication of the metric by a constant, we may represent the left-invariant 
metrics by barycentric coordinates as the interior of a 2-simplex. The 
space ojr metrics of positive scalar curvature is then given by the interior 
of the inscribed circle: 
Note that 9+ is contractible. 
4.1+ SKEW-ADJOINT FREDHOLM OPERATORS 
Let 1’1 be a real infinite-dimensional Hilbert space which is a module 
for thr: real Clifford algebra C,:_, such that J,t* = -J$ , where 
{J1 ,..., JkW1) is an orthonormal basis for @-I. Let .@ denote the space 
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of skew-adjoint Fredholm operators on H and $k the subset of all 
A E $ such that Al, = --J&I (1 < i & k - 1) (see Atiyah and Singer 
[13] for details). 
If 12 F -1 (mod 4) and A E F”, define w(A) = JIJz ,,,,, ]k--IA. Then 
~(9”) is the space of self-@&t Fredholm operators commuting with 
c k-1. In fact, since C, z End (W) and C, s H, we can identify w(gsk--I) 
with the space of all real self-adjoint Fredholm operators and w(~@P5) 
with all quaternionic self-adjoint Fredholm operators. 9” is the union 
of components g+“, FPk, and g*k, where w(F+“) (resp. w(Ek)) is the 
space of all essentially positive (resp. negative) self-adjoint operators. 
If k + -1 (mod 4), then set & “*” = 9k. It is shown in [13] that 
$*k is a classifying space for KR- k. Hence, given any compact space 
X and a continuous map A: X + P.+k, we have a well-defined homotopy 
invariant 
index A E M?-“(X). 
PROPOSITIFJ~. (1) If A( ) x is invertible for all x E X, then index 
(2) If k = - 1 (mod 4) und the rank of A(x) z’s constant, then index 
A = 0. 
Proof. (1) This is proved in [ 131 and follows from Kuiper’s theorem. 
(2) If rank A(x) is constant, we can define a continuous map 
x -+ .x 
x --+ P(x), 
where .T is the space of compact operators and P(x) is the orthogonal 
projection operator onto the kernel of w(A(x)). P(x) is selfadjoint and 
commutes with CI+r since H = ker A(x) @ (ker B(r))1 is a decom- 
position of C,-,-modules. Consider now 
B(x, 1) = w(A(x)) + tP(x). 
B(x, t) is self-adjoint, Fredholm, and commutes with C,_, . B(x, 0) = 
w(A(x)), and B(x, 1) is invertible. Hence A retracts to a map into the 
invertible elements, which is homotopic to zero by part 1. Hence index 
A =o. 
We may equivalently regard Pk in the following way (see [13]): 
Let H = Ho @ N1 be a &graded C,-module. Consider the set of 
skew-adjoint Fredholm operators A such that A: HO -+ Hi and H1 + Ho 
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and A]; = --J,A (1 < i < k). Then A E+ JkA IHO gives an isomorphism 
of the above set with P(HO) (H a is a C,,.‘) z C,,,-l module). With this 
description we can define index A as the index of a family of operators 
parametrized by X z Rk: given A: X + F*“, we define a map 
(“Y, t) Lt d(x) + C(f), 
where C(t) denotes Clifford multiplication by t E Iw” and we have 
identified Fak with the above set. Since C(t)-r . A(s) is skew-adjoint, 
B(x, t) is invertible for t + 0 and hence defines an element in 
KR(.Y x @) s KR-“(X) which is the index defined above. 
4,2. FAMILIES OF DIRAC OPERATORS 
The prototype for the sort of operator described in 4.1 is given by 
the real Dirac operator on a spin manifold, which we define as folIows. 
Let X be a spin manifold of dimension k, define the real spinor bundle 
by V z E hspil, Cl; 3 where ,?? is the principal spin bundle and 
Spin(K) C C,< acts on C, by left multiplication. Y decomposes into 
ITo @ VI corresponding to the even and odd parts of C,. . We can 
multiply sections of V on the Zeft by sections of C(T), the Clifford 
algebra bundle of the tangent bundle, and on the right by elements of 
C, , The two multiplications commute. 
We have a Dirac operator P: F(V) + T(V) defined in the usual way, 
with P: r(V”) -+ T( VI) and F(V) + T( V”). l’he complexification of 
P is just a certain number of copies of the Dirac operator defined in 
Sections 1.1-I .4, which is associated to a complex ic+educibIe representa- 
tion of Spin(k). 
P is not a bounded operator on the space of sections of V, but if we 
setQ = (1 + D*D)-1/4, where D: r(V) --+ T( V @ T*) is the covariant 
derivative, and then put P, = QPQ*, wc get a bounded, zero-order 
operator with isomorphic kernel and the same symbol (restricted to the 
unit sphere bundle). 
PO is self-adjoint and commutes with Clifford multiplication on the 
right. Hence we defme 
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Pr is now bounded, skew-adjoint, and anti-commutes with (Wk C C, . 
Furthermore, since P is a first-order differential operator, it cannot 
define an essentially positive or negative operator. A family of such 
operators, parametrized by Y, therefore has an index in KPk( Y). We 
compute this index via the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for families 
of operators [14]. 
Let X+ 2 +P Y be a compact fibre bundle with fibre X a spin 
manifold of dimension K, and tangent bundle along the fibres spin. 
Introduce a continuous family of metrics in the fibres and take the Dirac 
operator in each fibre relative to the metric g, . Then y ++ PI(y) defines 
a family of operators A: Y 3 &*k. 
PROPOSITION 4.2, index A = p!( 1) where p! : KR(Z) + KR+( Y) is 
the direct image homomorphism for spin maps. 
Proof. By the index theorem, the anaIytica1 index (index A) is equal 
to the topological index of the symbol class of the family of complexes 
Plb, q : q 80) -+ T( VI) ((y, t E Y x Rk) in KR( T,Z x W), where TFZ 
is the tangent bundle along the fibres with involution given by the 
antipodal map t H -e. We first calculate this symbol class. 
The symbol of the Dirac operator P is given by L(itz): Vzo @ @ -+ 
V,l @ @ where L(ol,) denotes left Clifford multiplication by uz . Thus the 
symbol of the zero-order operator PI is given on the whole spinor 
bundle by: 
where R(t) denotes right Clifford multiplication by t E [Wk. Now 
and so with this Clifford multiplication, C, @ C is a graded Spin(K, K) 
module of dimension 2k. The symbol class of P,(y, t) is thus the Bott 
class in the Thorn isomorphism for the Spin(K, K) bundle TJ x W + 2 
(see Atiyah [6]), 
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Now let N denote the normal bundle along the fibres of a fibre-wise 
embedding: 





and let /3: 
denote the Thorn isomorphism in KR-theory where E is a Spin(p, q) 
bundle over X and p - q (mod 8). 








KR(T,Z x rWrc) Spkd8f.8t) ~ KR(T,$T r /FJk) A KR( k’ x T[w8”+7c x Flw”) 
I f 
ind 
(i! and j! are induced by open inclusions). 
We see that p!( 1) = ind p( 1). But /3( 1) is the Bott class which we have 
seen is the symbol class of P1(y, t). Hence index A = p!( 1). 
Remarks. (1) Take Y = pt. in Proposition 4.2, then the Dirac 
operator on X has an index in KR-*(pt.), given byf !(l) wheref: X -+ pt, 
KR-4”(pt.) s Z and then f!(l) = k?(AJ or ia 
KR-(sm+l)(pt.) e z, and then f!(l) = dim H (mod 2) 
KR-‘8m+2’(pt.) s L, and then f!(l) = dim H-‘- (mod 2) 
(see iltiyah and Singer [14]). 
We define a(X) =f!( I) E KR-“(pt.) f or a spin manifold X of dimension 
n. Then 
cs(X x Y) = a(X) ’ a(Y), 
Lx(X # Y) = a(X) + a(Y), 
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where # denotes connected sum. In fact, o! defines a ring homomorphism 
from the spin cobordism ring Q$Pin to K&*(pt.). 
(2) Let Xk + Z -9 Ym be a differentiable fibre bundle with 
Y and Z spin manifolds. Then spin structures on Y and 2 induce a 
spin structure on the tangent bundle along the fibres TF and iff: Y + pt., 
a(2) = (fp)! (1) =J!(p!(l)) E KR-“-“(pt.), 
where the direct image homomorphisms are taken relative to the spin 
structures on Y and TF . In particular, if p!(l) = 0, then E(Z) = 0, 
and we have the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Let X + 2 -+ Y be a d$erentiable fibre bundle 
with I’, Z spin and a(Z) # 0. Then for some spin structure on X, 
(1) X admits harmonic spinors relative to some riemannian metric, 
(2) If dim X = -1 (mod 4), the dimension of the space of 
harmonic spinors depends upon the metric. 
Proof. (1) Suppose X admits no harmonic spinors relative to any 
metric, then the family of Dirac operators is invertible, and so by 
Proposition 4.1 (part l), th e index of the family is zero and hence from 
Proposition 4.2 and Remark 2 above, a(Z) = 0, which contradicts the 
hypothesis. 
(2) Similarly, if the Dirac operators have the same rank, then by 
part 2 of Proposition 4.1, the index is zero and so CY(Z) = 0. 
In the next section we shall construct examples where a(Z) $0. 
4,3. GROMOLL GROWS AND FIBRE BUNDLES 
(For the constructions below, we refer to AntoneIIi, Burghelea, and 
Kahn [3-51.) 
Let rn denote the Kervaire-Milnor group of exotic n-spheres. We 
have a surjective homomorphism 
T: r”(Diff S”) --+ rn+l 
defined by T(f) = Dm+l Us P+l. 
Novikov defined a homomorphism 
Xi: x,(Diff 9) - ra+i+l 
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as follows. Let 93: Di + Diff s” represent [y] E xi (Diff PI), where 
QV(,S-~) = id. Then 97 defines a diffeomorphism of Di >i: SR which is 
the identity on the boundary. We represent Si+” as S”-i x JP+l u D” x 
Sn and extend the diffeomorphism trivially over S’-” \ P+l to obtain 
a diffeomorphism of S i+tr which via T defines an element of Pfi+l. 
‘The image of Ai in P’im+’ is the (; + l)th GrowloIl group ring-? 
We have a filtration 
PKOPOSITION 4.4. If r E rF+;‘+l, then for any manifold Xn, Z = 
XT” Y S”~l I # C fibres difeeentiubly over ,!?+I with Jibye X”. 
Proof. T,et Diff(S”, D+,“) C Diff Sn denote the group of orientation- 
preserving diffeomorphisms of S” BThich leave fixed the upper hemisphere 
D,,n. ‘Then by restriction, Ai defines a homomorphism 
pf: rri(DifT(Sn, D,n)) -+ P+*+l. 
It is shown in [5] that rin++li+i y im pLi . This follows essentially 
from the fact that the map SO(n + 1) x Diff(S”, D,.?&) + Diff s” 
defined by group multiplication is a homotopy equivalence, but every 
orthogona1 diffeomorphism of S” extends to Drr+-l and so goes to zero in 
p+i+1 
Now we have a homomorphism 
E: Diff(P, ll+n) -+ Diff YIL 
for any #z-manifold X by letting f g Diff(Sn, Q.7L) act on an embedded 
disc ZP C ,k’. Hence we have an induced homomorphism 
E,: x,(Diff(S’L, Din)) -3 rr;(Diff X). 
An element E,[q] E rri(Diff X) defines a fibre bundle over Si-lml by 
Z ‘-I-- X YI P-i* LJ, X x I?-ll with F: II! + Diff(P, II+“) 4 Diff X such 
that ,(SiP1) = id. ‘The bundle is then trivial outside Di ,Z I C Si+l 
and so Z is obtained from S Y Sim1 i = X / D’+l LJ~, X 4: D’fl by 
removing a disc D71-l-‘ii-1 z Da **: D’ ‘: I and attaching another via the 
diffeomorphism of the boundary given by: 
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But this is the diffeomorphism of Si+” which defines the Novikov 
map hi , hence Z = X x Si+l # ~~([v]), so if C E r.$+l, then C = 
pi([~]) for some y and then 2 = X x ,!!?+I# x, 
NOW a(Z) = m(X) - ~(Si+l) + u(C) = r*(C), since a(S”) = 0 by 
Lichnerowicz’s theorem for example (if n = 1, we take the spin structure 
which bounds, i.e., that corresponding to the nontrivial lifting of the 
trivial principal bundle). But it is well-known that in dimensions 
8K + 1, Sk + 2, there exist exotic spheres 1” for which a(C) # 0. 
Milnor [27] h s owed this for n = 9, 10, 17, and 18 and proved the 
general case would follow from the following: For 12 I_ I-(mod 8), 
thzre exists a map f: SBP+~ -+ SBr so that the induced mapf *: KR(S83 + 
KR(Ss’+n) g Z, is nonzero. This was proved by Adams [I]. See also 
Anderson, Brown, and Peterson [2]. 
In fact, such spheres form a coset of the subgroup of index 2 T&in C r”” 
of spheres which bound spin manifolds. 
Suppose r$~+lj~~~~+l n rt$zl + (0); then by Proposition 4.4, if 
Xn is any spin manifold, we have a differentiable fibre bundle Xn 4 
Z+ St-t1 with m(Z) # 0 (if n + i + 1 = 1 or 2 (mod 8)), so to construct 
examples we have to know which Gromoll groups contain spheres 
which do not bound spin manifolds. 
We know that I’F+l = rm+l, but as pointed out in [3], we also have 
p+1 = q+1 - p+1 
aid pseudo-isotopy: 
I which follows from a theorem of Cerf on isotopy 
Recall that a pseudo-isotopy is an element of Diff(X x 1, X x (01) 
and Cerf’s theorem [17] states that for a simply connected manifoId X, 
the group of pseudo-isotopies is connected. We have an exact sequence: 
Diff(X x I, X x (0, 1)) -+ Diff(X x 1, X x (O))+ Diff X 
and a corresponding exact sequence of homotopy groups: 
--+ rl(Diff X) -% To(DifF(X x I, X x {0, l>))-- r,,(Diff(X x I, X s {O))) 
--+ no(Diff(X x I, X x (0))) = (0) 
by Cerf and so a is sutjective. 
Consider now f E Diff(S”, D,“). f defines a diffeomorphism of 
Sn-’ x 1 C S” which is the identity on the boundary and thus from 
the surjectivity of iy is isotopic in Diff(,S-l x 1, Sri-l x 10, 1)) to a 
diffeomorphism defined by F: I 4 Diff S-l with ~({0, 1)) = id. By 
extending the isotopy trivially outside S”-l x 1, we see that f is isotopic 
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as an clement of Diff S” to the extension of F which occurs in the 
Novikov homomorphism, i.e., T(f) = A,(F), so ,:+I = rl+“. 
For any spin manifold X, we now have differentiable fibre bundles 
X” 4 ,y + 31 (n .-y 0, 1 (mod 8)) 
x”-+z+s~ (n --.. .- I,0 (mod 8)) 
for which E(Z) + 0. 
IIence from Proposition 4.3, we can state the following result: 
THEOREM 4.5. (1) Let X be aray spill manifold of dimension 0 or 
* I (mad 8). Then X admits harmonic spinors with respect to some metric. 
(2) If dim X E --I (mod 8), tAe dimension of the space of 
harmonic spinors depends upon the metric. 
We have said nothing so far about introducing a family of metrics 
along the fibres. This can always be done (for example, taking the metric 
induced from one on the total space), but in the above examples we can 
do it in an explicit way. 
Let the bundle be defined by a map 
Now choose a fixed metric g on X and consider the following continuous 
family of metrics parametrized by the disc D’+l: 
where I’ is the radius and f *g is the pulled back metric for f E Diff X”. 
Since F(U) is the identity outside the disc D C X, the metric is unchanged 
outside D. If we take two copies of D il 1 with the family g(r, U) on one 
and the trivial family g on the other, then identifying via F(U), we have 
introduced a continuous family of metrics in the fibres of the bundle 
x’+ 2 .-+ S’fl. 
TTe thus see that any variation of the dimension of the space of 
harmonic spinors detected by the above examples is caused by alterirlg 
the metric in a neighborhood of a point. 
Remarks. (1) Although we have seen that S’” admits harmonic 
spinors relative to some metrics, we cannot detect this by the above 
method. This follows from work of Akiba, Morlet, and Rourke (see [5]) 
who show that Diff0S3 retracts onto SO(4) and hence rim3 = (0). 
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(2) From Theorem 4.5, we deduce that dim H varies for the 
standard spheres S”(n = 0, *l (mod 8)) since we know there are no 
harmonic spinors relative to the standard metric. Using the results of 
Sections 3.1-3.3 on S3 and the product formula, we can now exhibit 
explicitly simply connected spin manifolds in all dimensions >5 for 




8k + 1 
Sk + 2 
8k + 3 
8k + 4 
Sk + 5 
8k + 6 
8k t 7 
s8”+1 
c~S.k-I x ~3 
sB” x s3 
SBk-tl x ~3 
s8”-1 x s3 x s8 
SB” x s” x s” 
sBk+1 
(3) The exotic spheres C for which a(z) # 0 are interesting in 
their own right: they do not admit any metric of positive scab curvature. 
If they did, then by Lichnerowicz’s theorem there would be no harmonic 
spinors and so a(x) (which is the mod 2 dimension of the space of 
harmonic spinors) would be zero. In [3], Antonelli, Burghelea, and Kahn 
raised the question: “Can every sphere in fkn be &-pinched?” If a 
manifold has positive sectional curvature, it certainly has positive scalar 
curvature and so these examples provide a strong negative answer. 
4,4. METRICS OF POSITIVE SCALAR CURVATURE 
Let X be a compact manifold and 9(-Y) the space of all riemannian 
metrics on X. Let 9+(X) C 9’(X) be the subspace of all metrics with 
scalar curvature R > 0 (R + 0). Note that &Y(X) may be empty, for 
example, when X is a spin manifold with a(-Y) + 0. 
The space 9 is convex and hence contractible, but ,%+ is not neces- 
sariIy trivial topologically: we have the following proposition: 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. If X is a spin manifold of dimension k, there is a 
homomorphism (for earh spin structure) 
Proof. The space of ricmannian metrics .3!(X) is contractible and so 
xn-.l(“A%-+) g n,p, q. 
IA f: (ZIP, F-1) + (s?,.P) re p resent an element [f] E ~,,(a, 9 1). To 
each metric we associate the real Fredholm operator Pr defined in 4.2. 
Thus f defines a map fi D” 4 LF*‘*“. If LT E P--I, f’(x) E .W and so by 
T,ichnerowicz’s theorem, j‘(x) E F..” is invertible. F.+” is a classifying 
space for k’Rpk and the set of invertible elements in 9.+h: is contractible, 
hence the homotopy class of J defines an clement 
A [J] E KR- “(I?“. V-1) z .KR-“‘-“(pt.). 
A is easily seen to be a homomorphism. 
The homomorphism A is defined analytically, but in certain circum- 
stances A[f] may bc determined topologically. Suppose .W f w and 
let us fix g f A 0. +. If h E Uiff -Y, the metric h*g is also contained in W. 
We then get a map 
and a homomorphism 
B: rr,,-,(r)iff X) ‘* - n,&P(A’)) - KR-“-“(pt.). 
Given F: ,S”-l+ Diff X, we have the family of metrics F(u)*g on 
F-1 which we extend to D”, but this corresponds to introducing a 
family of metrics on the fibre bundle S --+ 2 -* 9 and B[F] is then 
clearly given by the analytical index of the family. So if .Z is a spin 
manifold, we can use the index theorem to identify R[cp] with a(Z). 
In particular, from the examples of Theorem 4.5, we can state the 
following. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let X be a spix man$old such that :3!+(X) ;/ n , then 
(I) “a(.%+(X)) i: Ofor dim X =: 8k, 8k + I 
(2) T~(S+(X)) f Ofw dim X = Xk - 1, Sk. 
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Note that on Ss, the space of left-invariant metrics of positive scalar 
curvature is contractible (see Sections 3.1-3.3). 
4.5, BLOWING UP AND DOWN 
In the previous section we used the index theorem to obtain differential 
geometric information (scalar curvature) from differential topological 
data (spin cobordism invariants). We can equaIIy well run the machine 
backwards and use differential geometric data to prove topological 
results. We shall find next invariants of “blowing up” by applying the 
following lemma. 
LEMMA (4.8). (1) Let E -+ Y be a k-dimensional quaternionic vector 
bundle, and let WP(E @ 1) a Y be the quaternionic projective bundle of 
E @ 1. Then the mup p is KR-oriented and 
p!(l) = 0 f KRV(Y). 
(2) Let E -+ Y be a k-dimensional complex vector bundle and 
C:P(E 0 1) -9 Y the projective bundle of E @ 1. Then p is K-oriented 
and 
p!([iq) = 0 E K-2”(Y) gg K(Y), 
where [H] E X(@P(E @ 1)) is the class of the Hopf bundle. 
Proof. (1) Let E be a k-dimensional quaternionic vector bundle 
and H a quaternionic line bundle. We can define a real oriented 
4k-dimensional vector bundle E . H by the inclusion 
Sp(k) * Sp(I) c-+ SO(4k) 
defined by left multiplication by an element of Sp(k) and right multiplica- 
tion by an element of Sp( 1). From the diagram 
z, + Sp(k) x Sp(l) - Sp(k) a SF(l) 
n n 
II! J -1 
Z, -4 Spin(4k) ---+ SO(4k) 
we see that E . H is a spin bundle. 
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Now the tangent bundle along the fibres TF of WP(E @ 1) +l’ 1; is 
given by 
7-p !‘I: 1 ‘~_’ (p-kfi 8 1) ’ 11, 
and so TI is clearly spin and p is K-R-oriented. 
Since WP = Sp(k + l)/Sp(k) Y Sp(l) is a homogeneous space, 
it has positive scalar curvature relative to the standard metric. By 
choosing an orthogonal structure on the bundle E, the structure group 
of WP(E 0 1) +JJ I’ reduces to Sp(k), which acts on WP by isometrics 
of the standard metric, hence we can introduce a family of metrics in the 
fibrcs all having positive scalar curvature. From Proposition 4.2 and 
Lichnerowicz’s theorem, we see then that p!(I) -y 0. 
(2) ‘I’he proof in the complex case is similar. 
The tangent bundle along the fibres is complcr;, so p is K-oriented. 
The symbol class of the Dolbeault complex defines the Thorn iso- 
morphism K(X) E K(TX), so p!([P1]) is the index of the family 
of operators 
in the fibrcs @Pk. But by Iiodaira’s vanishing theorem, 
Since the structure group of the bundle @P(E 0 I) -+p Y reduces to 
U(R), we see that the operators in the fibres are all invertible and so 
p!([fI-11) = 0. 
EquivalentIy, we could have used the vanishing theorem for harmonic 
spinors associated to a Spin” structure on @P given by Example 2 
of 1+2+ 
This lemma is essentially an analytic version of the theorems on 
multiplicativity in fibre bundIes of Bore1 and Hirzebruch [I 61. 
?Ve recall here the homotri-gy theories associated to K-theory and 
KR-theory. 
Let X C W be an embedding with normal bundle N and k large, then 
homology K-theory is defined by 
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If f: X+ Y is a continuous map of manifolds, then there is a natural 
transformation 
If Xn is weakly almost complex, the Thorn class in AFd(N) defines 
an orientation class [X] t K,(X). Similarly, if X is spin, the Bott class 
defines an orientation class in KR,(X). The Thorn isomorphism theorem 
then defines the PoincarC duality 
and if f: X7* -+ Yp is a K-oriented map, then f !: Km(X) + Ic.?++~( Y) 
is defined by f, via the duality. 
Now if X-S- Zn -# Y” is a fibre bundle with X, Y, Z weakly almost 
complex, it follows from the multiplicative property of the Thorn class 
that 
P*Pl = P!(1Iw E k’,(Y) 
and similarly for spin manifolds and KR-theory. 
Hence we can interpret Lemma 4.8 by saying 
p,[WP(E @I l)] = 0 Em,,,,(Y) 
p,([H-q * [CP(E @ I)]) = 0 E K2k+m(Y) 
if dim Y = nz and Y is spin (resp. weakly almost complex). 
To apply the lemma, we now consider blowing up from a differentiable 
point of view. 
Let Y C X be a submanifold with (real, complex, or quaternionic) 
normaI bundle N. If we remove a tubular neighborhood N of Y in X and 
replace it with the Hopf bundle H over P(N) (real, complex, or quater- 
nionic projective bundle) by identification on the boundary S(N), we 
obtain a new manifold X’ by “blowing up along Y C X,” and a “blowing 
down map” f: X’ -+ X. f restricted to TI C ,Y’ is just the projection 
q: N ;i y P(N) -+ N restricted to 
H = ((X,y)EN XyP(N) j XEY)CN XyP(N). 
If X is weakly almost complex and we bIow up Y C X with complex 
normal bundle, then X’ is weakly almost complex where H C X’ has 
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the almost complex structure induced from the inclusion H C N x Y P(N) 
(this is the almost complex structure which comes from blowing up 
analyticalIy a complex submanifold Y C 9 where X is a complex 
manifold). 
If X is spin and we blow up Y C X with quaternionic normal bundle, 
then X’ is spin. 
THEOREM 4.9. (1) Let f: X’ -+ X be a complex blowing down of 
weakly almost complex manifolds. Then 
j*[S’] = [A-] E K,(S). 
(2) Let f: X’ -+ X be a quaternionic blowing down of spin mani- 
folds. Then 
f*[S’] = [A-] E m?,(X). 
COROLLAKY. (1) The Todd genus of a weaki) almost complex manifold 
is invariant under complex blowing up. 
(2) The KR-characteristic number U(X) E KP”(pt.) tf a spin 
manifold is invariant under quaternionic blowing up. In particular, the 
a-genus of a spin 4k-manifold is invariant. 
Proof of Theorem. (1) We use the homomorphism from unitary 
bordism to homology K-theory 
fi: Q,“(X) - K,(X) 
defined as follows. Let f: M?J + ,k be a mapping of a weakly almost 
complex manifold M” to X. Then ,B([Mfl,f]) = f*[Mp] E K,,(X), whcrc 
[Mp] E K,(Mfl) is the orientation class of M. 
The Hopf bundle r-I is diffcomorphic to a tubular neighborhood of 
.P(N) c P(N @ 1). c onsidcr the map g: P(N ~31 1) -+ D(N) defined by 
g(z,h) = 2xx/((z,x;~ + AX), 
where (z, A) E N 0 1. Let 
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Then we have the following commutative diagram: 
A+& HCN xyP(N) 
where h(z, A) = (g(z, A), x). 
h: A+ -+ H and g: A-+ N are diffeomorphisms, henceg represents the 
blowing down map if we identify A+ and H by h. Note that h is antilinear 
in the normal direction to P(N) C P(N @ 1) and so the complex structure 
induced on A+ by the diffeomorphism h is obtained by taking the con- 
jugate of the complex structure in the normal bundle of P(N) C P(N @ 1). 
The tangent bundIe along the fibres of P(N @ 1) has the standard 
stabIe complex structure given by 
where p: P(N @ 1) + Y is the projection. The complex structure 
given by 
TF@ll((H@p*N)@R (1) 
induces the required weakly almost comlpex structure on A-+. 
Let Z be the following manifold with boundary, after straightening 
the angles: 
We have a map i: Z -+ X given by 
where u = ,6-l E D(N). 
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We extend the weakly almost complex structure on the boundary to 
the interior and then we obtain a relation in Qtiu(X), namely, 
[X’, fl - [.Xr, id] = [p(N 8 11, sl, 
where P(N @ 1) denotes P(N @ 1) with the weakly almost complex 
structure given by T @ 1 --p*T, 6 (H 0 p*N) 0 H. Using the 
homomorphism fi, WC see that 
But g: P(N @ 1) + D(N) C+ X retracts to i;j: P(N @ 1) 4)’ ?- c+ 1Y, 
so to prove the theorem we have to show p,[P(N @ l)] = 0 c K,,( I-). 
NOW 
and so the Todd class of the stable comple?r structure on TF given by (i) 
is the standard one multiplied by -[H-l]. 
Hence, the orientation class [P(N @ l)] = PIH]-l[P(N ~$3 1)] and 
by Lemma 4.8 p,[P(N @ l)] = 0. 
(2) The proof of part 2 is similar. We USC the homomorphism: 
and part 1 of Lemma 4.8. 
Note that g: P(fV @ 1) + D(N) is well-defined for quaternionic 
projective space. WP is defined as the equivalence classes of W7’~l~l ~ (0) 
under right multiplication by a quaternion w. Then, 
(zw)(hw) = ,-w&i = z(wzU)X = (ww)zA, 
and so g is well-defined. 
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Proof of CoPollary. The invariants are given by mapping to a 
point h: X + pt. 
T(X2”) = h*[AP] Ek;,(PL) &+& 2, 
a(X) = h*[X] E Kz?,(pt.) s KR-n(pt.). 
Now if f: X’ + X is the blowing down map, h’: X’ + pt. is given by 
h’ = I$ and hence 
h,‘[X’] = h,f.JX’] = h,[S] by the theorem which proves the 
corollary. 
ATolc Added in Proof. Theorem 1.2 is incorrect as it stands as we only calculated the 
principal isotropy subgroup. In fact, Bcrger’s classification shows that an irreducible 
factor of the hofonomy group must lie in SU(n), G, , or Spin(7) so module factors in 
dimension 7 or 8 the theorem holds. 
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